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ABSTRACT s v
.

In 'order to investigate. the effects of sequence and
0 synthesis in the teaching of taxonomially-related concepts, a study

was conducted in which, 27- studentt-inIn'Syracuse University were
, asked to examine printed instructions dealipg with kinds of .sailboats

and thew, to respond to a.test based on those instructions The
synthesizing structure .employed in the instructions Was '.a
"kindt-conceptual" taxonomy which shows the relationsliip between

concepts Six versions of the instructions were employed -:- three mlth
- a -geherAl=to-detailed-presentatiOn sequence and three with a

detailed-to-general -teqUende, Each cet of three included a Version
without a ,synthesizer,__ _a- vertion A.J*th a synthesizer at the beginning,

-
Ancl:a-mersion with a. synthesizer at the _end, Statistical -analytis, was
performed on the test _scores of the students. ,Though the -results did,

not _support the hypothesis: that a general-to-4detailed sequende is
superior to -a detailed-to-general sequence, an iiitel'actien between

7 ,
synthesizer position and the sequence of instructions was found
learning relationships are -facilitated- when a synthesizer is
presented before detailed--tegeneral instrUctions and after
-general-to-detailed instructions, A reference list, five figures, and

= ,
tWo data-Adblet- ire included, =Ott'Atilor/JLY
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ABSTRACT

This research study investigated-the effects of sequence

and synthesis in the teaching of taxonomically related

concepts. The two sequences were general-to-detailed and

detailed-to-general, and the synthesis was prolAded by a

"kinds-conceptual synthesizer", a 'tree .chart in which the
subordinate concepts are kinds of their uperordinate concepts.'

The three levels of synthetis were synthesizer first,

1 synthesizer last, and no synthesizer. The theories of Ausubel,

Bruner, Gagne, and Retgeluth arid- Merrill_ provide the

perspectives for the study. The concepts were kinds of

sailboats, the dependent variables were concept classification

and- knowledge of relationships among the concepts, and the

students were college freshmen. No significant -main effects

were found, most likely due to the shortpets of the task; but a
signifiCant 'interaction was found, 'indicating that, for a,

general-to-detailed sequence, itI was better to _place thek

synthesizer at the' en of the instruction rather than at the

begirininq of the instruction, whereas for a detailed-to-general
sequence the reverse was true. 1
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INTRODUCTION'

Several theories' have been advanced related to the'

structuring of subject matter content. Two strategies for
structuring subject matter are aequending, which refers to the
order in which elements of subjedt matter are presented during

instruction, and synthesis, wiiich. refers to showing the

relationships among those elements Of subjept matter. With

respect to sequencing, Ausubel's (1963, 19681 subsUmption
theory lsuggests that instruction would bd mote mdaningful if
the most general ideas are presented first, followed by

successively greater detail and specificity. Gagne's (1962,
1977) hierarchical approach to sequencing, on the Other hand,
has sometimes been 'interpreted as advocating that the most
detailed and specific parts of a subject matter be learned
before the most general concepts are learned.

With respect to synthesis, Ausubel (1968) advocates the
use of advance organizers to structure subject matter so, that
students can relate subsequent materials to anchoring, ideas.
Bruner (1960)- also proposes that learning the structure of a

subject' matter lhow elements are related) permits more

meaningful learning. Although Wilcox-(1979) found that 'the
presentation-of a taxOnomie structure-increased postteSt scores

for concept classification, little research has been done, on
the sequencing and slinthesiz!ng-of instruction in predominantly
conceptual content.

The Elaboration Theory (Reigeluth, 1979) proposes that .

relatively large amounts of instructional content should have a /

general-to-detailed sequence, that pre.ang post synthesizers
should be used,, and that structure itself should be taught to

facilitate the learning of interrelationships within the

subject matter. This approach seems promising, but data see

needed to test its usefulness. The Elaboration Theory suggests
that subject matter can be organized on the basig of any one of

three tiypes of .content: concepts, pninciples, or procedures!
This *study dealt only with concepts, which are classes of

objects which share critical attributes and which have

discriminately different individual Membes.

The problem of this, study, then, was to investigate the
effects of sequence and the use of a synthesizing structure in

the teaching .of concepts. The two independent variables were
sequence and synthesis. Sequence refers to the order of
presentation of the concepts. The levels of this variable were
general-to-detailed and detailed -to- =general. The synthesizing

structure was a "kinds-conceptual" structure (Reigeluth &

Stein, in press), a . taxonomy which shows the

super /co /subordinate relationships among concepts, where the

subordinate concepts are all types of their superordinate
concepts. The levels of this variable were synthesizer-first,
synthesizer-last - and no synthegizer. The depenaent vad.ablko
were concept classification and knowledge of interrelationships

.4
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among the concepts. These variables are at the use
(application) and remember (recall) levels,, respectively-, as
suggested by,the Component Display Theory (Merrill, Reigeluth,
and Faust, 1979).

The firat hypothesis was' that a general-to-detailed
-sequence vould- be -superior-to a detailed-to.,generl sequence
for teaching both the attributes of the concepts and the
relationships among thope concepta. The second hypothesis was
that the presence of 'a synthesizer (specifically, a

kinds-conceptual structure) would facilitate the learning of
concepts ' that- bear /such auper/co/subordinate
interrelationships, as' well as fatilitating the learning of the
relationships among those concepts. The third hypothesis
followed Ausubel's suggeations'that providing a synthesizer at
the beginning of the instruction (so that subsequent
instruction, could be related to it) ,should be superior to
placingthe:synthesizer at the.end of the instruction.

,Methoda

subjecta

From an, initial group. of_ 80 names selected from the,
Syracuse University psychology _Rool,t30,atudenta (14 females
and 16 males) agreed to participate ih the stddy-. The students
were asked' to report as,a group to a classroom for one hour.1,
Only 21 students attended at the scheduled time, so a make-up' ,

session was held one week later. Of those nin,d students
failing to "'appear at the- first session, six attended the
make-up,session. The total number finally participating was 27
(1I-femelea and 16 malea).

L

The eXperimental design was a posttest only design. The
statistical design was a 2X3 factorial- design, and a two-way
analysis of variance wad -used. The two factors were sequence
and/ -synthesizer. The twq letrels of sequence were
general-to-detailed and-detailed-to-general. The three levels
Of the synthesizer were absence-of the synthesizer, presence of
the synthesizer at the beginning' of the instruction, and
presence of-the synthesizer at the end of the instruction. The
six experimental- groups are depicted below,in Figure 1.

Insert Figure 1 about here

Irk5trugtional task and material.

The subjects, were asked to ,study a printed instruction
booklet dealing with kinds of sailboats and then tc respond, to
a- paper-and-pencil test based on the material in ,the booklets



1.,Itainuu u definition ( a list GI

aLtrqildA.:A, u pictorial example, and at lea,t ta. actiee
itch, Dior -each c.L.

the 16!relt60 condo t:. shout. u riyure 2.

The t4terial In the woklets was compilco fLen 1ebskestli ac.:1;

Collegaate biclionaty, frofi LeL-Grddae DudLALilOves:ISL.1141.1Lit (a

picttrt dictivnal0, and Lrbm Dr. ,Robert lavidson, a sailing

enthusiast. L'iyur.o 3 shows a samplc'df th( inttdcLional

Insert yiyures 2 'and 3 about herc,

TreatLents

There were six versions of the instruction booklet: three

with a general-to-detailed sequence and three with' a

detailed-to-general sequence. Each spt of, three consisted of

one without a, s} nthesizer, one with the synthesizer at the
beginning of the instruction,-and one with the -synthesizer at

the end or the instruction. The synthesizer was a tree-chart

oiagram of a. kinas-conceptual, structure (see Figure 2) . The,

detailed -to- general sequence began with "sloop ", and pfesented'

instruction on each of the other,types of sailboats at that

level' of the structure before' proceeding to the next

superordinate level. The general-todetaileo sequence began`-

with'"square-rigged ships;" and all concepts at one lztvel were

preSenteof before proceeding to the next lower le\el. The

instruction on ezich individual concept was identiCal for all

treatment groups.

Tests and.2aasures

The test was a 39-item paper-and-pencil test which was

divided into two parts. The first part contained 18 i.-tems

about the relationships among the various concptS at the

recall level (the relationship test), apd the tecond,part

contained 21 items requiring identification o1 unencountored

examples of all the concepts (the attribute test) at the

use -a7gen6rality, or application' level, as suggested by the

Component Diplay Theory (Merrill, in press) . FiyurcS 4 shows

the relationship test and half the attribute test.

linsert Figure 4 about here

O

Prboedurg
I

Upon reporting to the designated classroo.d, the students

were randomly assigned to one of the six treLtneht booklets.

Before -beginning the booklet, the students were asked to

complete an information dheet in which they were to indicate

their sex, current grade point average and whether dr not they

had any previous knowledge of sailboats. The %.erc a1.-o alAcd

ST it AVAILABLE O.



to :keep' track of and record the time they spent on the booklet
and on the test., The students were allowed to begin reading
the booklet individually,-and were told they would be allowed a
maximum of 35 minutes to'studY-the booklet. The students were
ir)structed to study- each page in sequence,/ spending as much
tithe as they felt they needed to learn the material on the:
page, but,not to return to any, previous page at they progressed
through the booklet, _After completing the booklet they were
asked to turn in the booklet, and were then given phe test.

The students were allowed to sperld whatever time; remained in
the one hour session, on the; test. All students finished
-within the allotted time.

Be. its

Table 1 shows the mean number of correct responses on thJ
relationship test ,(18 possible correct) and an the attribute
test (21. possible correct). .An analysis of variance procedure
did not- yield significant main effects for -sequence or

synthesizer on either the relationShip test or the attribute
test (see Table 2}. Neither was the,interaction'significant on
the attribute 'test. ilowever, on the relationship test the

seqUence x' synthesizer interaction was significant (F = 4.17 -,
p=0299)._ (See Figure -5..)

To identify the- source of this significance, a 2X2

analysis of variance was performed. The first analysis was
between sequence (detailed-to-general and general-to-detailed)
and synthesizer (no synthesizer and synthesizer first). This

comparison yielded no significant interaction between sequence
and synthesizer. Then, n-a second analysis between sequence
and: synthesizer,f only the synthesizer-first and

synthesizer-last data were used for the synthesizer factor.
This analysis shOwed a significant interaction (F=6.46,

12=.0226) between sequence and synthesizer position. The

results indicate, therefore, that for learning the

relationships among concepts with a detailed-to-general
sequence, 'having the synthesizer at- the beginning of the
instruction is superior to having the sYnthgsizer at the end of

the instruction, whereas for the general-to-detailed sequence
the superior position for the synthesifzer was at the end of the

instruction.

Insert Figure 5.about here

Dipcugsism

The results of thiststudy did not support the hypothesis

that a general -too- detailed sequence is .superior to a

detailed-to-general sequence, nor did they support the

hypothesis that the presence of a synthesizer.(spedifically; a.
kinds-conceptual structure) would facilitate 'learning the

attributes af concepts, and the relationships among 'those ,

concepts. However, the most interesting result 'of the study

was' the unexpected finding that there was an interaction

between synthesizer position and the sequence of the

7
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insttuctoin. It. would appear that learning relationships among
the concepts May be facilitated when a synthesiier is:presented
before the instruction,- if the instruction-is'artanged in-a
aetailed-,to-general sequence, tut when the synthesiier is'

presented after.the instruction, if the. instruction is arranged
ih a- general-to-detailed sequence.'

Perhaps thisresult indicates that when instruction beg41S
at the most detailed level, learners need to start with a
synthesizer to provide context for each detailed concept. On

,

the other hand, when the is arranged in a

general-to-,detailed sequence, it would appear that the most
general concepts themselveS' provide the context fOr, the

..-- -- :,subsequent concepts, such that students do not benefit from.a
siinthesize* as an- initial overview- of the set of concepts.
ConveiSPly,* in the general -to- detailed sequence, Students

. appear to need.a synthesizer at the end of the instruction to
review the relationships among the concepts, a function similar
to that served by-theigeneral concepts presented at the end of
ta detailed-to-general sequence. :Mere 'is increasing evidence
that learning the relationships among concepts islimportant for
.building stable cognitive structures and for improving
long-term retention and problem solving skills. Hence, using-a i

synthesizer in the manner just described may be a,promising,
instructional strategy.

Any effect that sequence and synthesizer have on' the

learning of the -attributes of concepts is not apparent from.
,this study. But it is important to note thatithe elaboratibn
modelpkoposes that neither sequence nOr,Synthesis is likely-to
make any -difference for relatively 'small amounts Of

interrelated content, . The human mind .is likely capable of
compensating for poor sequences and ladk of synthesizers when
the amount of instructional content is small. Since the task
in this study required less than an hour to domplete, it is not
surprising that no main effects were found.- In fact, it is
surprising that, the interaction effect was found, especially
cbnsidering the lower power associated with- interaction

effects.

The methoolOgical approach of this study require

discussion at this point. First, the subject matter (in, this
case kinds of sailboats) was chosen because it was felt there r

/ would be little prior knowledge of sdilboats among the

subjects,_ thus alleviating the need for a pretest. Students
were 'asked to indidate their prior knowledge of sailboats, and

most indicated they had very little 'or none. The to 't scores`

of the few subjects who had indicated they had prior knowledge
were not significantly different from those of subjects who had
indicated they had no- prior knowledge: The subject platter

chosen was for the Convenience of the' study, bht it is

suggested that it would be instrhctive to conduct further.
research using traditional school content.

t.
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The small sample size, the variable time and' effort spent
by the students .oh the learning task, and the lack of =any pilot
testing of the materials and tests should icause the results of
the study to be viewed with caution.--Although the studentS
-were asked to proceed sequentially through- the booklet, this
could ,not be easily controlled. .A.better presentation medium
might be slides or transparencies. Also, in this study, the
students might have made better tithe of the synthesizer if -an-

explanation of the purpose of the synthesizer ,had been included
in-the instruction booklet.

fk. is. suggested that in any 'further: researeh, a set of.
Concepts should be chopen so that all the concepts have

s.identification .labels that are -not the same a Oleir

attributes. In this study, one level of4Concepts included two
categories: fore-and-aft rigged ships and square-rigged ships.
Although these names were concept labels at a general level,
they were also the critical attributes-of those concepts. The

results .might have been' different if the concepts had not
indicated the concept attributes. This- issue -requires further
study. Additional research could also explore the teaching -of
-subjeCt matter -which is primarily theoretital or proceduralf
rather thadiconceptUaly

6
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SEQUr.NCE

Detailed-to-General

General -to- General

No Synthesizer,

FIGNtL 1

SYNTHESIZER,

Synthesizer First Synthesizer Last

D-4G none
,

..

1).-4G, first D-,d, last
v

G-4D, none G-,D, first G4D, last
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CUTTER - A single- masted fore-ead-aft rigged sailboat with mast

amidships.

Example:

Attributes:

1. One mast

Top view

i

mast
amidships

-1

2. Fore-and-aft rigged- (From the top view.the sails are
roughly parallel to the long axis of the boat.)

3
4

3. Mast amidships

. .

Ptactice: Circle the cutter.
/

B.

3 :la/Limy

..,

.,

FIGURE "2

3

.
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1a1 SAILBOATS-

RKANTINE BRIGANTINE

FORE-AND-AFT
RIGGED `SHIPS

MUtTIPLE-!

ASTED

SCHOONER

KETCH

YAWL.

4

1

14
1



Pert.

Test on Kinds of Sailboats

A. Without'using the general categbry "sailboats", list each of the saperordinate

categories to which the.following sailboats belong.

1. Single- masted ships are a kind of ship.

2.. Mixed-rigged ships area kind of ship.

3. A yawl belongs to the. category(ies).

4. A cutter .belongs,to the ,category(ies).

5. The brig and the bark are common to what category(ies)?

6. The schooner a,,d the sloop are common to what category(ies)?

.

7._ The barkentine,and brigantine are common to what category(ies)?

8. The,ketch and the full-rigged ship are common to what category(ies)?

9. Schooners, yawls, and cutters are common to what category(ies)?

10. iBrigs,4-brigantines, and. yawls are all common -to what category(ies)?
4 .

B.
Into what two main categories can quare-rigged ships be divided?

_2._Into,what two Maih Categories can fore - and -aft rigged ships-besdivided-?

3. What are the kind's of single-masted ships?

4. What kinds of sailboats have all square-rigged masts? ,
.-r

-Name the fore-and-aft rigged ships with More than one mast.

,1

6. Name-the boats which have some masts square-rigged and some fre-and-aft rigged.

7. Name-all the kinds of square-rlgged ships.
#

8. Name all the kinds of fore-and-aft rigged ships.

FIGURE 4



TEST_- PartIl ,.

%

Identify elach sailboat below by writing its name under the picture. Use,.one

of the following names: schooner, barkentine, brigantine, cutter, hrig,.

,bark, yawl, full-rtgged,_slobp, ketch. (You may use a name more than once.)

FIGURE 4 cont.



Sequence

detailed-
to-general

general-
to-detailed

°

Table 1

Mean Number of COrrect Responses on the-
Relationship Test ( 37-possible _Correct)

total

no

s nthesizer
syntheSizer

I

synthesizer
last

-21.75 -

(4)

23.8';

(5) :

7.25 .-

(4)

S.D.....5.95 S.D. = 12107 S.D.. = 10,05

'14.0 8.0 16.8

(b) .. -(5) -(5)

S.D-: 7.16 ,S-.D. 02 -S.D. 17.26

17.9

-(8)

1:5,9-

(10)

I
Mean NuMber of Correct Responses on the
Attribute Test (21' _pos's'ible

12.6

(9)

.

Sequence no- synthesizer synthesizer
--s nthesize -fir_St,.., -Iasi tOtill

total

18.1
(13)

detailed-7

to-genefal

general-

toldetailed

.

9.0

(4)
SD. = 5.09

R.4

-(5)-

S;D-' .66

4.25

(4) A

, S. -D. r 2.22

5.5

(4)

-S.D. 2.38

5.2

(5)

S-.D. 5.54

6.8
_ -

,-(5)

-S ;D., ... 5:93,

, total 7.25 6:8- 5.7'

(8)- (1 -0) (9)

(Numbers in parentheses repiesent n's for each group)

5.9

-(14);\



Tablt -2

Analysis -of'Variance
(General_ Linear -Models ;Procedure)

Relationship Test

Sums of

Source Squares df . pr >F

Synthesizer
Position (A) 124.299 2 0.67 0.5238

Sequence (B) 169.726 1 i 1.8? 0.1915

I

A X B 777.171. 2 4.17 0.0299

Attribute-Test

Sonia- of

Source Squares df F pr>F

Synthesizer
-Thsition (A) '7.11 ;567 2 0.2? 0.3039

Sequence (B) 12;959 1 0.49 0.4'397 -

A X B 51.591 2 0.9R 0.3904
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Geneial-to-,
detailed

ti

Detailed-to=
genetal

no syn. sYn.:iirst

SYNTHESIZER

avn, last

0

0
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tFIGURE 5. INTERACTION BETWEEN SEQUENCE OF INSTRUCTION-
AND SYNTHESIZER ON=THE RELATIONSHIP TEST'
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